ABSTRACT: Environmental communicators highlight the importance of local voices and concerns in naturalresource planning, but others argue that the provincialism of place-based discourse can undermine the common good. How do participants speak of place in a public process and to what end? To answer these question, the author analyzed transcripts from thirty public discussions on water use. Findings indicated a discrete orientation toward the environment, as people compared one place to another and failed to mention natural or social connections between locales. The author suggests ways to improve public participation in light of the findings.
INTRODUCTION
Thanks to technological innovations in finance, manufacturing, transportation, and digital communication, the world is not as big as it used to be. Consequently, cosmopolitanism comes to the fore and the place-based concerns of particular provinces move to the periphery. So goes the globalization hypothesis. Perhaps this is why political discourse has steadily increased its emphasis on time as compared to space since 1948 (Hart, Childers, & Lind, 2013) . And yet, many literatures suggest that something important goes missing when a sense of place does, too. Virtual reality promises to transcend our physical limits, meanwhile scholars of the digital humanities seek to recreate a sense of place in cyberspace. They do so under the rationale that "place-based learning can increase . . . engagement and understanding" of history, cultures, and identity (Cocciolo & Rabina, 2013, p. 98 ; see also Seggern, Merrill, & Zhu, 2010; Ippolito, 2009) .
Scholars of environmental communication concur. Cantrill and Senecah (2001, p. 186) , for example, argue that "cognitive representations of the self-in-place form the major link between how people appraise communication appeals and how they behave in the environment." In environmental planning, place grounds problems in local ecologies and concerns, leading to inclusive decision-making that is more likely to engender broad public support (Cantrill, 2012) . At the same time, social constructions of particular places and rhetorical appeals to these understandings have been linked to deleterious outcomes in a wide range of human conflicts, from NIMBYism to militant nationalism and genocide (Burke, 2005; Devine-Wright, 2009 ).
Based on these findings, what might conveners of environmental decision-making conclude? Should they put locales and local citizens at the center, or should they be more concerned with transcending the narrow interests of particular communities? Participatory processes surely require some of both depending on the situation, but the practitioner sensibly asks academics for direction in achieving the right balance. Providing competence guidance on this question demands a better understanding of talk about place.
Toward this end, I conducted rhetorical analysis to describe how members of the public, invited to express their ideas on water-use policy, talked about place in open meetings. After reviewing current thinking about place, communities, and the paradox of place in discourse, I share findings from my analysis of transcripts from 30 discussion groups. Overall, I found that the language of discrete places allowed participants to effectively and equitably contribute to public conversations but failed to fully account for the effects of human communities on each other and the environment. I conclude by considering how participatory processes might be structured and studied further to encourage the full potential of place in environmental decisionmaking.
SPEAKING OF PLACE
Whether denoting an ecological feature, such as a river or aquifer, or the built space of a town or reservoir, places are socially constructed. Procter (1996, p. 223) explains that humans "convert space to place" by naming and attaching symbols to physical locations. Indeed, "no place is a place until things that have happened in it are remembered in history, ballads, yarns, legends, or monuments" (Stegner, 1992, p. 3) . Through the transformation of space to place through the sharing of "memories, context, and cultural modes," people corporately "give birth to a sense of places" (Procter 1996, p. 223) . As a result, "your place, as mine, has its own history, its own configuration of features, its ways of holding those who live there" (Carbaugh & Cerulli, 2013, p. 5) .
Because places serve as unique repositories of material and symbolic interactions, place also signals the presence of community. In support of this point, Procter (1996, p. 223) contends that the idea of a place comes "from different rhetorical communities communicating different values, social relationships, and actions in response to the same landscape." Therefore, a group that shares the sense of a place also shares symbolic resources. As Carbaugh and Cerulli (2013, p. 7) put it, the "place-setting function of communication is. . .deeply and radically cultural: for communication is around the world what particular people have made of it." Likewise, so are the places that communities have constructed through their common discursive resources, be they Manhattan developers, Native American elders, Yucatec film-makers, [or] Finnish environmentalists . . . their languages, and their creative renderings with each, work in their own ways. As a result, their making is profoundly, to some important degree, always morally infused and localized. (Carbaugh and Cerulli, 2013, p. 7) Consequently, "by examining reactions to the physical environment, it is possible to sketch the boundaries of a community" (Procter 1996, p. 223) . And by extension, because communities collaboratively construct places, talk about settings can reveal nuances in community conflict and cooperation. Spoel and Den Hoed (2014) , for example, found contrasting visions of Northern Ontario (paradise vs. contamination) in the rhetoric of groups competing over proper responses to mining. In this study I assume a similar perspective, presuming that the purposeful use of language can reveal unspoken assumptions about the nature and value of place and indicate how those assumptions empower or impede social action.
Regarding environmental action, others argue for the importance of place. Without it, local perspectives and stakeholders risk being marginalized. Cantrill (2012, p. 7) identifies "a tendency in . . . conceptual treatments of sustainability to gloss over the very real differences that exist in different places at different times." Cantrill goes on to assert that consideration for the social landscape and community dialogue are essential for achieving sustainability. This is because place-based dialogue demonstrates to citizens the ''interplay among social, economic, and ecological forces that determine the Earth's carrying capacity '' (2012, p. 6) . For these reasons, place-based discourse is one of "a suite of indicators for assessing transitional movements toward or away from a sustainable society" (Ward & van Vuuren, 2013, p. 64) .
In addition to grounding policies in local realities, talk about place "creates the conditions for collective action to address the opportunities and challenges associated with sustainability" (Ward & van Vuuren, 2013, p. 64) . Because environmental issues involve "complex and contested concepts that invoke value judgments based on different beliefs," a viable community response necessitates the convergence of "like-minded people who share similar belief systems that make sense of the world and their place within it" (Ward & van Vuuren, 2013, p. 64) . A place-based discourse, then, is more likely to forge the consensus necessary to sustain community change.
Finally, communication researchers have identified sense-of-place as consequential in promoting environmental behaviors. For example, Cantrill and colleagues (2007) found that homeowners referenced place-based considerations (i.e., "I can walk to the store," "there are deer here") when explaining where they chose to live, be it the urban center or in suburbia. Similarly, Druschke (2013) found that Iowa farmers who symbolically identified with a watershed drew on their sense of place as motivation for implementing conservation practices. For all of these reasons-symbolic, social-cultural, and psychological-place is central to sustainability.
But while place seems a necessary element of inclusive and effective environmental planning, place-based discourses often are aligned with exclusion and resistance. To begin, the language of place can align with a provincial perspective that impedes social change. For example, based on his interviews with working-class citizens Robert Lane (1962) concluded that those with community-based identities tended to be more immobile in their thinking. In contrast, those with a cosmopolitan view were able to pluralize the world in a way that provincials could not.
Second, when rhetorically uniting people around a common identity, place achieves unity through division. As Kenneth Burke (1950, p. 23) admits, "one need not scrutinize the concept of 'identification' very sharply to see, implied in it at every turn, its ironic counterpart: Division." Consequently, "the idea of being a member of a local community may come to the fore when people face the presence of . . . those who are considered outsiders" (Marzorati, 2013, p. 254) . Illustrating this phenomenon, Marzorati found that long-time residents of an Italian town discursively constructed a public park "as a parochial realm that the group of residents considered more entitled to use than people who come from somewhere else," including recent immigrants. Through her interviews with the residents, Marzorati demonstrates that the "existence of a local community, intended as a spatialised sense of 'us' . . . can be rhetorically evoked under specific circumstances" to unite and divide (p. 254).
Finally, and particularly in the U.S. context, cultural myths about place leave little room for pluralism or progressive action in rural communities, which are often at the center of naturalresource controversies. Ron Lee (1995) concludes that American politics largely equates "place and virtue," with small-towns and their people presumed to be simple, genuine, and pre-political, insulated from the nefarious machinations and cultural divisions of the urban scene. Ill-advised as were her comments, Sarah Palin's expression of affection for the places where "real Americans" live indicates the continuing persuasiveness of myths about rural America (Rice, 2012) . Lee (1995, p. 19) wonders "how political rhetors can transcend the American 'geographic mentality' and build moral arguments on something other than the homogenous myths of the American landscape." Lee argues that Jimmy Carter and Bill Clinton tried valiantly, connecting the small-town mythos to diverse opinion and innovation. And yet each failed in his own way. That rural citizens see the world through a lens of urban privilege at the expense of country people makes it even harder to imagine that place-based discourse might transcend cultural partitions in the U.S. context (Walsh, 2012) .
In sum, the language of place presents a conundrum: On one hand, it invites communities to address local problems on their own terms and recognizes the relationship between humans and the natural environment. But from a rhetorical perspective, reference to place is potentially as exclusionary as it is welcoming. Can public discussion that embraces place further decisionmaking on the environment without presuming existing social, political, and economic arrangements? Also, can place-based discourses engage community members in public processes of local determination while also considering the broader impacts of policy? Put differently, can place-based talk be provincial enough to engage those directly affected by environmental policies but cosmopolitan enough to also consider outside perspectives as well as a broader common good?
CONTEXT AND METHOD: LOCAL CONSIDERATIONS OF WATER USE
To addresses these questions, I sought to learn more about the rhetorical function of place in a series of community conversations about water supply. Around the globe but especially in the western United States, water presents itself as the most immediate and critical natural-resource issue (Sanderson & Frey, 2014) . In western Kansas, for example, agriculture, oil and gas mining, and households rely on fossil water from the Ogallala Aquifer. Water has been pumped from this underground reservoir at rates that exceed recharge, with some sections already depleted past the point of viable extraction. The Kansas Geological Service estimates that most of the aquifer has a usable lifetime of less than 50 years, with broad sections of the deposit to be functionally gone in less than 20 years at current pumping rates. Central and eastern Kansas faces water problems, too. Here, state and federal reservoirs supply water but holding capacity has been significantly compromised by siltation from soil erosion, reducing the storage of some constructed lakes to less than 50 percent of their original design. All parts of the state face waterquality challenges, particularly in Southeast due to mining and in Central because of atrazine and nitrogen contamination.
With these problems in mind, in October, 2013, the administration of Governor Sam Brownback initiated a statewide process to develop a fifty-year water plan. The process included a series of public meetings to gather input for drafting the document. As a final step in this process, in January, 2015, the Kansas Water Authority (KWA) convened 14 teams across the state, charging local groups of unelected, citizen-stakeholders with drafting three to five wateruse objectives for their respective regions. Consisting of citizens with local expertise and interests, these teams had great latitude. All were encouraged to solicit public input, but they were also directed to consider such information as advisory, with team members ultimately responsible for proposing local water-use goals to the KWA. Most regional teams hosted two or three public meetings to solicit community input.
These public meetings offered an opportunity to study how place functions in public discourse about the environment. Based on their comments at the meetings, public officials intended to privilege local perspectives, knowledge, and interests at these forums. Therefore, one might reasonably expect place to figure prominently in the discussions. In addition, the topic of water lends itself to physical features such as aquifers, rivers, and watersheds, as well as human-built spaces, including towns, reservoirs, and counties.
From February through April, 2015, I attended nine public meetings hosted by the advisory teams, each held in a different Kansas town.
1 All meetings opened with a welcome from a state official and a technical debriefing from a state staffer. The welcome messages emphasized the administration's desire to hear from "average Kansans," under the assumption that "Kansans have good ideas."
2 The content of the technical updates varied at each meeting, addressing locally relevant conditions. After the welcome and briefing, trained facilitators from the Kansas State Cooperation Extension Service and the Kansas State University's Institute for Civic Discourse and Democracy led a nominal group process, asking participants to work in small groups. Each set of eight-to-10 participants discussed four questions about water supply in their region.
3 Small-group discussion lasted about 50 minutes. I recorded 32 of these smallgroup dialogues.
4 Transcripts from 30 of the recordings served as the textual artifacts for this study.
My analysis presumes that these texts are the artifacts of rhetorical communication, undertaken to influence particular audiences within a certain context. In this case the immediate audience included other citizens attending the meeting as well as the public officials who would review meeting notes and implement water policy. And because rhetorical acts are a form of social action, they can be assessed based on practical and moral consequences (Tracy, 2001, p. 243) . Here, I focus on the practical consequences for environmental decision-making, seeking to discover how the patterns of symbol-use observed could encourage or inhibit consideration of some topics or perspectives.
After reading all transcripts once, then highlighting all references to specific locations, I repeatedly reviewed and compared talk about places throughout the 30 dialogues. I considered the broader context of the discussion whenever place was mentioned, looking for patterns of content and style in these highlighted sections and considering the rhetorical function of the place-specific mentions. As an affiliate faculty member in the Institute for Civic Discourse and Democracy, I was twice called upon to facilitate small-group discussions. Otherwise, I attended the meetings solely to observe and record the proceedings. I was introduced at each meeting as "a professor from Kansas State who studies public processes," and as the person responsible for the recordings. Transcripts from the groups I facilitated were excluded from this analysis.
PLACE AND PEOPLE IN PUBLIC DISCUSSIONS ABOUT WATER
Starting with their introductions, which almost invariably indicated from where each group member hailed, place figured prominently in these discussions. Most obviously, speakers talked of place to exemplify whatever point they were trying to make, allowing participants to contribute personal insights to the collective conversation. Without mention of place, most participants would seemingly have had little to say about water and its use. Closer reading, however, revealed several additional speech acts commonly completed by participants as they talked about place.
Here
Wendell Berry suggests that only those who know where they are can know who they are. If based solely on this criterion, Berry surely would be pleased with the Kansans who spoke at the meetings studied here. From telegraphed references ("I'm from Tuttle so I have a couple of specific Tuttle type of things") to lengthy descriptions, the transcripts were replete with talk about local places. In the East, watersheds often served to locate participants, such as "I live in the Kansas River basin but we have a business building that is actually in Missouri. So kind of the two watersheds." At the other end of the state, participants mostly mentioned their farming practices, as did this farmer, speaking in Goodland: "Our farm, at five quarters of ground, three wells, and we're finished [with irrigation]. So we're back to just wheat only." With access to few rivers and fewer reliable groundwater sources, Central Kansans turned to other placed-based affiliations to show their colors: "I'm in northern Lincoln County, and I've went strictly notilling and we don't have near the runoff we used to have. It's changed the way water flows." All three of these participants referred to some land-based feature to socially identity themselves, demonstrating that places define people as much as people create places.
Whether their stories were positive, as was the farmer's from Lincoln County, or ambivalent, like that of the landowner in Goodland, descriptions of local conditions also served as good reasons for listeners to accept a speaker's assertion (Fisher, 1987) . As they gave concrete details of reservoirs rising or falling, streambanks shifting, or wells being drilled or going dry, participants contributed meaningful content, using a style that signaled assuredness (Polletta & Lee, 2006) . A participant in Manhattan, for example, spoke of the federal reservoir five miles away: "All you have to do is drive to the north end and it's ridiculous what's going on," he said, referring to streambank erosion. The tone of such totalizing, incredulous statements ("all you have to do," "it's ridiculous") contrast with the more uncertain tenor of time, occasionally voiced in the meetings, too, as did this participant from Manhattan:
The problem with reservoirs, they were built to fill in. And they had a life, maybe 50-60 years some maybe 100 years but the intent was to fill up and then build another reservoir somewhere. Unfortunately what costs millions back then now cost billions and people don't want to give up their lands for the reservoir so that makes it even more restricting but I think it's going to take conservation and it's going to impact agriculture because the domestic and municipal use and the electric power out of the three plants and including all the people within a district...about 1.1 million people in the state so that's a lot of people and you have to have the water for them to live on. You got to have electricity and power, without it you can't pump the water. So the agriculture is going to be the one that takes a hit and irrigation. We're going to have to have some sort of change of crops to extend it because you're not going to be able to stop the sedimentation.
Using qualifiers, hedges, and quantifications to delimit his claims, this participant seemed less confident about his proposed timetable for water management as compared to his very sure neighbor. Both residents spoke of the same place, but the second statement illustrates that the vagaries of time stylistically diverge from the confidence of solid ground. Indeed, discourse denoting physical elements more compellingly conveys a point, even when complex, unseen interactions are involved. The following participant from Salina, for example, turned to the local to explain the otherwise complex interaction of water quality and quantity. Simultaneously, he argued for keeping water pure:
So the city of Salina . . . they explored this but the cost of the pipeline was worse than the cost of treating the water, was so much so that it really took [the pipeline] out of the equation. So the worse we degrade the water, the more expensive it becomes for anyone to use it for water supply.
Occasionally, speakers at these meetings referenced local sites to introduce uncertainty into the conversation, as did the first speaker quoted below, at a Wichita-area meeting:
Speaker One: By June of 2013 we all saw what Cheney Lake looked like and whether or not that was going to be able to supply close to half a million population, and what were the Equus beds, what was the level doing in the Equus beds during the same time? And I know Wichita moved towards taking more water out of Cheney and less out of the Equus Beds during that time period, isn't that right? Speaker Two: Yeah it really, there was a shift during the drought and with more reliance, ultimately, as Cheney started to go down there was a shift in trying to take more of the demand out of the Equus Beds during that period to try to conserve Cheney as long as possible.
But notice that even as Speaker One wondered aloud about what happened at a place in the past, he sought to gain clarity rather than to raise doubts.
Overall, the discourse studied here affirms the notion that talking about places allows laypersons to contribute to environmental discussions meaningfully and productively. Experiential knowledge might not be generalizable, but nevertheless, the boots-on-the-ground perspective gives participants an accepted way to contribute to the conversation and propels the dialogue with a tenor of confidence.
There
While local ground dominated talk in these public conversations, more distant features figured in the discussions, too. In some instances, participants lifted up far-away places as an optimistic ideal, as did a Hiawatha participant who recounted seeing "a very interesting Discovery Channel [program] on a goat herder from Sudan who had taken the arid desert and, through working with natural animals that worked into burrowing in the desert, he now has reclaimed the area and has a forest." Other places were offered as cautionary tales, warning of what might happen here. For example, two participants in Goodland referenced the economic decline of a Colorado town 75 miles away:
Speaker One: I sat on a zero-depletion committee 20 years ago and we sat around a table like this in Colby for two hours trying to decide economics of the impact of zero depletion, and I said, have we got a couple hours left in the day? Let's get in a van and drive to Flagler and look around and then we can come back. And that's what it's going to look like and you don't have to worry about it anymore. Speaker Two: That's what it's going to look like in 50 years if we keep going at this rate? Speaker One: Right.
Notice that both of the speakers invoked other people as they spoke of other places. The goat herder gets a direct mention while people in a neighboring town are noted, obliquely, for their absence. In both examples, the actions of people in other places-not the places themselvesserve a didactic function in the discourse.
In these examples and others, it is the combination of people and place that makes distant locales germane. In the following extended discussion from the Ottawa meeting, participants compare notes on several different places, and in the process constructed a common, nation-wide threat to water supply and need for conservation:
Participant One: I mean let's face it, it's a concern all over the U.S., and I've got a son that lives in Dallas so they've been under water restriction for six or seven yearsParticipant Two: I have a brother in Wichita Falls and he's consideredParticipant One: -yeah and they do way more of this water conservation and educate the public than we've ever thought about around here. Participant Three: Does Wichita Falls, is that where they're converting the actual from the wastewater feeder plant? Facilitator: Their water reservoir is under 20 percent capacity and it's been that way. Participant Two: I think they're taking from the wastewater plant and . . . blending it, and it's easier to treat than the surface water, and it's cleaner than surface water anyways. Facilitator: Yeah they've tried all kinds of things-getting fined if you water anything, they were having people buy and pay truckers to go somewhere else and haul water and they would come out and flood your yard. Participant One: Yeah like where my kids live, everybody around there, I mean, doesn't irrigate. Now they have different rules in the state of Kansas because what they were doing wouldn't be legal in Kansas, but I mean they've been doing that when they first moved down there out of college and there were 3,200 apartments in this complex, and they were using all the [gray] water for their grass and golf courses and everything else was wastewater.
Perhaps "the son that lives in Dallas" and the "brother in Wichita Falls" give the respective participants permission to offer information about distant places-information they otherwise would not be able to directly access. The interpersonal connection, therefore, gives talk of distant places an authority similar to that of talk of local experiences.
But because places removed also connote other peoples, the people-place nexus permits participants to speak of others without mentioning them by name. Using this linguistic move, a participant in Goodland offered an enigmatic proverb, saying "sometimes people in the state just don't get it. I was always told we have more water problems because it's downhill to Topeka and uphill to Denver." What the western Kansan intends to convey about water is unclear, but the speaker plainly communicates his antipathies toward urbanites in Denver and state officials in Topeka without mentioning either group. At the same time, he demonstrates the power of language to invoke a sense of communion among one social set by promoting division with another (Burke, 1950) .
Here versus There
Participants in local discussions also fostered common understanding through place-based comparisons. For example, when asked by a facilitator about confined cattle feeding in the area, an Ottawa participant instinctually turned to place, answering "not like the big mega ones out west but there's a few thousand head." In addition to such mundane habits, comparing places empowered participants to do at least three more things. As the speaker hints ("so it's not necessarily one-size fits all") differences in local conditions suggest the need for flexible water policy. Similarly, other citizens argued that differing environmental conditions justified differing personal actions, depending on where one lived. Note that in the following exchange, the interlocutors concluded that communities with more rain needed less conservation education, and were naturally less careful with water.
Speaker One: When you're talking about conservation, the shoe doesn't fit all. When you're talking about western Kansas, and here it's not the same. And we're talking about education, that's where you probably need to educate people. It's not the same in this region as it is out there. Speaker Two: Even just look on that map. Trego County's usage compared to Brooks County-it's a lot different. Speaker Three: Depends on how much you get from the sky. The less you get from the sky, the more conservative you are. Automatically.
Speaker Three may or may not be correct. Either way, the trio expressed a reasonable position: people must behave differently in different locations, in concert with varying natural conditions. Interestingly, however, the discussants used their place-based argument to resist conservation education in their community-a position hard to square with environmental sustainability.
Second, speakers compared the severity of their water problems to conditions in other places. In doing so, participants reassured themselves that things were bad here but worse elsewhere. Sometimes, comparisons offered good reason for locals to take preventive action to avoid the calamities befalling others. One Wichita resident observed that she and her neighbors were "in such a better position [than] in some places in the state;" consequently, "we really have to protect that condition." Conversely, comparing also worked to justify inaction, as the following exchange demonstrates:
Speaker One: My point would be the conservation level here shouldn't be the same throughout the other areas. Speaker Two: Define conservation. Speaker One: … This Solomon Valley and Republican water basin does not have the water-supply issues of the western part of the state, and it doesn't have the reservoir siltation problems of the eastern part of the state. So we should be encouraging to be cautious of the initial goal-setting document. The initial vision goal is being set at 20 percent reduction across the state. That does no good for this area. 20 percent is not enough in some parts of the state, but it would be punishing those in this area.
Notably, there are no examples in the transcripts of citizens using such comparisons to express solidarity with or sympathy for people in other locations. Rather, participants tended to distance themselves from others, especially farmers in western Kansas. To wit, one Salina participant said explicitly what many seemed to be thinking: "We've got to stop raising corn and alfalfa in western Kansas. And I'm from western Kansas so I can say that."
Third, as speakers compared places they also voiced what people would gain or lose in light of changing environmental conditions. Usually, such talk was framed as loss, with upstream actions negatively influencing local conditions (Tversky & Kahneman, 1981) . Occasionally, however, speakers adopted a gains frame, presenting the environmental losses in one region as an economic opportunity in another. While the depletion of the Ogallala Aquafer is often equated with environmental catastrophe, the following Wichita participant argues from a glass-half-full perspective:
My comments are that we need to use it up to the sustainability of the Equus Beds because it is fresh water underground source for us and with the Ogallala [Aquafer] drying up the economic liability can move east or for us and be closer to Wichita to drive some economic value into Wichita, and also the export market that we conserve is great for the benefits of the state so I think the aquifer they just need to be careful with it I don't think it's being overused at this point.
Taken together, the three comparative strategies-unique ecologies justifying local control, comparing, and relative gain or loss-suggest that the language of place holds promise and pitfalls for inclusive environmental decision-making. When using these strategies, participants spoke of what made a locale unique. We might cheer such a discursive orientation, under the assumption that it is associated with attitudes and behaviors supporting ecological sustainability. But from this analysis, it is also clear that place-based talk does not necessarily coincide with holistic, ecological consideration of places.
Limits of Place
This analysis has so far demonstrated that talk about locales introduces a confident style and experiential knowledge into participatory process of environmental decision-making, allowing citizens to contribute in meaningful ways. This analysis has also revealed that the language of place is not necessarily provincial, as participants in meetings studied here considered what people were doing in other places in response to challenges similar to their own. Finally, this analysis found that comparing places allowed discussants to advocate for human actions that respond in concert with the unique natural conditions. However, I also found a conspicuous absence in the dialogues. Specifically, my reading produced no evidence that talk of place coincides with consideration of connections between communities.
When reviewing references to places, I found examples of participants naming the local consequences of upstream actions. In North Central and Northeastern regions, for instance, speakers referenced agricultural practices high in the watershed and the harmful effects on their water supply. Similarly, residents in Southeast Kansas connected past mining activities with current water contamination. But while they mentioned place, never in the transcripts do any of the participants indicate how local actions might impact places downstream.
To my point, several groups wondered about alleviating shortages by holding more water in federal reservoirs for irrigation and domestic purposes. One Manhattan participant recognized this as a hard sell because such lakes "were typically built for flood control, so if you raise the conservation up a foot they're basically giving up a foot of flood storage." This comment shines a light on the trade-offs of a policy action, and specifically identifies the federal agency with a mandate contrary to local interests. As tellingly, the participant makes no mention of the downstream communities that would face greater flooding risks if more water was held, nor do any other participants in 30 cumulative hours of discussion.
Based on what they said, participants recognized that people are connected, with local actions having implications elsewhere. A participant from Hiawatha framed it thusly:
There are a couple of levels. You have the personal level, then the community level, then the state, regional and national and global. I think there has to be some sense of a person at that smaller-level understanding how that affects all those other levels too and how the governance happens at each one of those levels.
In her comments, however, this speaker does not reference any particular places. Meanwhile, those who spoke of human connections in tandem with specific locales framed social relations from political perspective. A Goodland participant, for example, highlighted the power of "Shawnee County or Johnson County or Wichita," as being "more important to our survival because" because people in these places "control the state legislature. If they vote, it doesn't matter what the rest of Kansas wants." Certainly, this speaker sees his community's fate as tied to others, but the connection is mechanistic and one-way one-with the actions of one constraining another-rather than a holistic and reciprocal. Indeed, the discourse of place seems to push out talk of shared obligations and joint outcomes.
Regarding relationships between human and non-human elements of the environment, the public discussions suggest few if any. The only consideration of human influence on nonhumans occurred in regard to fertilizer run-off and the resulting algal blooms that kill fish. More often than not, however, high nutrients levels were connected to threats to humans (no boating, stinky water) rather than degraded ecologies or dead wildlife. While the place-based talk analyzed here offered variations in the weather, soil, and plants as reasons for changing personal behaviors and social policies, the reciprocal link-how human actions effect the non-human environment-went almost unsaid.
MODIFYING PUBLIC PRACTICES IN CONSIDERATION OF PLACE
From this analysis of how place functions in public discussions of environmental policy, we can conclude that it might help but also hinder. Using the language of place, participants engaged meaningfully in public dialogue, and they voiced local considerations as they did. In these ways place-based talk served as a constructive resource for community-driven, consensual processes. In addition, this analysis demonstrates that talk of place does not necessarily limit participants to purely provincial considerations. Here, participants also talked about conditions in other places, to which they were connected by other people.
But this analysis also demonstrates that discourse about places is associated with a competitive, zero-sum approach to natural resources. When comparing places, speakers highlighted the potential winners and losers in a changing environment of less water in rural areas and more people in urban areas. Rather than highlighting environmental and social connections between human communities and between humans and non-human elements of the environment, place-based talk was aligned with a perspective of detached places vying against one another. Talking about the environment from a position of discrete autonomy might strengthen a sense of place and social identification with the community, but surely is counterproductive to the broader goals of environmental planning. Others have noted that environmental issues do not conform to political boundaries and environmental decision-making must therefore must be organized around physical units (watershed, aquifer) rather than social ones such as a county or state (Druschke, 2013) . This analysis further complicates the dilemma, demonstrating that whether people are speaking of places that are defined by political boundaries or those with ecological demarcations their talk conforms to a liberal orientation of property rights and market competition.
But if language divides as it unites as Burke (1950) contends, how then might participatory processes invoke place but also encourage a holistic orientation? More pragmatically, is it possible to structure public decision-making so that it involves local stakeholders but also encourages them to heed the consequences of their actions on unseen places? These problems suggest the need for further research. Below, I offer two parallel agendas for addressing these concerns.
To begin, we must think about the creative use of language to make space in placediscourse for a more systemic perspective. Toward that end the practices of Milstein and colleagues (Milstein, Anguiano, Sandoval, Chen, & Dickinson, 2011) hold promise. Through workshops with Hispanic youths, the authors sought to explore the community's history through an environmental lens. Like that of the New Mexico towns targeted in this project, every community's story can be told as an ecological one, considering human and non-human factors as part of the drama. McGaurr, Tranter, and Lester (2015) offer place branding an alternative strategy. As their case study suggested, by crafting an image of the Tasmania "wilderness" with meanings that appealed to eco-tourists-the location became not yours nor mine but mine and yours.
A second line of inquiry, grounded in deliberative democracy and public administration, might investigate how meetings could be designed to highlight connections between places. In the public process studied here, citizen-leaders specifically sought to hold multiple public meetings in many towns, reasoning that convenience would encourage more people to attend. But in emphasizing accessibility conveners missed an opportunity to bring together people from different communities. In the only such instance I found in the transcripts studied here, participants spoke of the relationship between their respective municipalities and common water supply:
Speaker One: I would personally appreciate it if El Dorado would take some of Wichita's water customers since you got plenty and we're kind, of you know. . . Speaker Two: We would be glad to do that. [Group laughter.] Speaker Three: Seems like a no brainer to me, it's the same storage capacity and a lot more people are drinking out of Cheney. Water's great in El Dorado. Speaker One: If you look at Wichita from 20,000 feet, you have Cheney and El Dorado Lakes are equal distance . . . so it's very logical.
Speaker One makes his initial request apparently in jest, but as the discussants pursue the idea they become more serious. This single, thin example suggests that public discussion must include some diversity to encourage a "20,000 feet" view of communities and their shared stake in the environment.
Future research should therefore investigate ways to include the micro and the macro in participatory decision-making. For example, officials might host local meetings along with regional gatherings-a complex balancing act made more feasible by digital technologies. In the process studied here, the Kansas Water Office can be credited for going to great lengths to make local input available to the entire state. Staffers collected, transcribed, and posted online all written comments from the meetings. But the asynchronous nature of this feedback likely limited its effectiveness in promoting inter-state thinking about water problems. If local meetings were instead held in different towns at that same time, participants could begin discussions face-toface with their neighbors, then meet up via communication technologies to hear different voices on the same topics.
In addition to process, those convening public environmental discussions must consider how their initial framings can influence the subsequent content and style of discussions. Here, public officials emphasized that the meetings were designed by a committee of resident citizens to further a local decision-making process. They also emphasized the importance of local input and buy-in. A discourse that so strongly defers to indigenous autonomy encourages participation and deflects criticisms about the incompetence of distant bureaucrats. However, this rhetoric fails to remind citizens that they are not alone and that public leadership must weight their wants and needs against those of others. Ideally, participants in community-based processes would be prompted that their local knowledge is invaluable but incomplete (Lind, 2014) .
Finally, any future research on discourses of place must account for the limitations of this study. The sponsor of the public process studied here-the Kansas State Department of Agriculture and the Kansas Water Office--might have suggested to participants what topics were relevant and which were not. Additionally, the sponsorship likely brought more agriculturalists and their biases to these meetings. Future considerations of place in public, participatory decision-making about the environment should include the full gamut of ecological issues.
PLACING LANGUAGE IN THE TIMES
This study was motivated by a paradox of language and its use: people need to talk about places to foster inclusive decision-making about the environment and convey their own sense of being situated in a specific geography, but reference to place almost always excludes someone or something, in some way. The study ends with more clarity as to what talk of place leaves out and why. It also proposes more investigation to overcome the limits of place, rather than abandoning its discourse. As Cahoone (2001, p. 3) cautions, "while neighborhood is not a sufficient condition for wider conversation…it is a necessary condition." And as Ron Arnett (2011, p. 632) observes, "modernity, with its commitment to universal truth, may wish to take the provincial or the local off the table of conversation," but this would impossible "in an era defined by difference."
Speaking of modernity, this analysis also raises questions about the utility of place-based talk in marshaling concerted community action. At the same moment when society faces deeply complex environmental problems, modernity also alters the sense-of-place, an important tool in addressing these difficulties. For while oral and print cultures maintain a "bond between physical place and social place," digital media lead to their nearly total dissociation (Meyrowitz, 1987, p. 115) . And in the modern age "whatever security individuals experience as a result of the familiarity of place rests as much upon stable forms of disembedded relations as upon the particularities of location" (Giddens, 1990) . Can "disembedded relations" give people reason to live sustainably, and if so, how? Answering will require that public servants, concerned citizens, communication scholars, and environmental scientists continue to bring to the question all that they can bear.
